Case Study

A partnership
that addresses
multiple
technologies
with ease
Global engineering giant Howden entrusts incovo to provide multiple IT
services across their nationwide sites
About Howden

The Solution Detail

Howden is a global engineering business that prides itself on
its industry experience which stretches back over a century.
Their product range covers every major technology and
crosses multiple sectors. They advise, design and supply
compressors for virtually any situation and are committed to
providing ongoing support to their customers.
It is because of their shared business ethos and mutual
values that Howden first turned to incovo who have now
been successfully managing their account for 10 years.
The Challenge
Howden was faced with the challenge of finding a
company that had the capacity and true technical ability
to handle a wide range of large-scale factory jobs across
three UK sites; Glasgow, Doncaster and Chesterfield.
From full-scale data cabling jobs, installing wi-fi access
points, networking, and server room maintenance support,
to providing multi-functional printers, access control
solutions and CCTV – Howden was seeking one sole point of
contact that could be entrusted to take on full responsibility
and oversee each varied task right through to completion.

Since embarking upon these projects, incovo has
responded to each and every one of Howden’s diverse
needs quickly and efficiently. Consistently carrying out a site
survey and delivering a detailed proposal within just 24 hours
and assigning a dedicated account manager for ease of
communication.
Cabling Howden’s 58,000 square metre site with premium
Cat6 and Fibre Optic cabling was no mean feat, but one
that incovo was able to tackle with confidence, thanks to
their extensive experience in this area.
With the factory spanning 20 metres high a specialist
Powered Access Licence for the safe use of mobile
elevating work platforms was required for several tasks, but
thanks to incovo’s rigorous training, their engineers were fully
qualified to complete each job.
They also revelled in the challenge of creating a new door
entry system, which consisted of 35 doors, and designing a
muster station with three ‘badge in’ zones so that in the
event of a fire, all 450 employees could be marked safe
within just three minutes after the fire alarm is sounded.

been so impressed with incovo’s response rate. We requested a quote and
“ We’ve
got a detailed breakdown of costs within a matter of hours.
QUOTE FROM HOWDEN
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Seamless Solutions of multiple leading technologies across the nation
with one point of contact.
The Solution Detail Continued
incovo also proudly played a part in supplying the Aruba
WIFI access points for every Howden site throughout the
globe, and maintaining the server room and its associated
cabling that powers Howden’s IT infrastructure for India,
Russian, Europe and the UK.
Last but not least, incovo was able to install a range of
state-of-the-art multi-functional printers and provide an
ongoing support contract which would ensure all their
digital imaging needs were taken care of.
Each of these wide-ranging tasks was completed to the
same exacting standards; completed on time and finished
professionally.

Ensuring Howden could continue to operate with zero
downtime was another top priority for incovo, particularly
whilst installing the door entry and muster solution,
considering Howden is a 24 hour business.
Ultimately, the key to the success of these projects was
communication – Howden was assigned a dedicated
account manager who issued regular progress reports to
ensure all targets were met.
Value Created
Ease of communication is key when managing a wide
range of projects across multiple sites, and with just one
point of contact overseeing a large percentage of their
WIFI, security, printing and IT needs, Howden are now
reaping the benefits in terms of increased efficiency.

Solution Overview
Summary
Undertaking such varied projects within a relatively short
timescale would prove to be beyond the capabilities of
many companies, but not incovo. They rose to the
challenge and proved their expertise within the diverse
fields of WIFI, security, printing and IT solutions.
Safety was paramount throughout the processes of cabling
the large-scale factory, installing 35 secure doors, and
designing the muster station that would enable all 450
employees to be accounted for in the event of a fire.

Howden was seeking effective solutions for a variety of painpoints, including full-scale cabling jobs, global WIFI access
points, networking, and server room maintenance support,
to multi-functional devices, access control system and
CCTV.
Over the past 10 years, Howden has benefited enormously
as a result of their strong working relationship with incovo – a
company whose wide-ranging capabilities they know they
can trust.

were looking for someone to take charge of a number of varied projects and we’re
“ We
pleased to say each one undertaken by incovo has been completed to the same high
standards.
”
QUOTE FROM AIDEN CURRAN

“We’d heard great things about incovo and they’ve certainly lived up to their reputation.”
QUOTE FROM HOWDEN

Howden in Renfrew

Aiden Curran - Howden European IT Manager
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